UTILITY B ORDER 1

SIGNAL EXERCISE
SCENT DISCRIMINATION
ARTICLE #1
SCENT DISCRIMINATION
ARTICLE #2
DIRECTED RETRIEVE
MOVING STAND
DIRECTED JUMPING
UTILITY B ORDER II

SCENT DISCRIMINATION
ARTICLE #1
SCENT DISCRIMINATION
ARTICLE #2
MOVING STAND
SIGNAL EXERCISE
DIRECTED JUMPING
DIRECTED RETRIEVE
UTILITY B ORDER III

DIRECTED RETRIEVE
DIRECTED JUMPING
SCENT DISCRIMINATION
ARTICLE #1
SCENT DISCRIMINATION
ARTICLE #2
SIGNAL EXERCISE
MOVING STAND
UTILITY B ORDER IV

MOVING STAND
DIRECTED RETRIEVE
DIRECTED JUMPING
SCENT DISCRIMINATION
ARTICLE #1
SCENT DISCRIMINATION
ARTICLE #2
SIGNAL EXERCISE
UTILITY B ORDER V
DIRECTED JUMPING
SIGNAL EXERCISE
MOVING STAND
DIRECTED RETRIEVE
SCENT DISCRIMINATION
ARTICLE #1
SCENT DISCRIMINATION
ARTICLE #2